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Abstract: We report the creation of polymeric micro/nanostructures which exhibit distinct chemical and
physical characteristics from the matrix poly(N-vinyl carbazole) (PVK). The structure formation is based on
atomic force microscopy (AFM) facilitated cross-linking and oxygenation. The reaction of PVK with AFM
lithographically induced nanoscale discharge produces raised structures in which bridge oxygen links
neighboring carbazole groups. The cross-linking by bridge oxygen converts the initially insulating PVK
matrix to chemically modified conducting patterns through the formation of extended π-conjugations. A
comprehensive AFM, PES (photoelectron spectroscopy), FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy),
and DFT (density functional theory) analysis is presented to address the chemophysical identity of the
patterned structures. Our results demonstrate new capabilities of AFM nanolithography in generating
heterogeneous functional structures in a polymer matrix.

Introduction

Materials patterning and modification is a key process in
functional structure formation and device fabrication. Numerous
patterning techniques, such as electron- and photolithography,1,2

laser lithography,3 and ion beam lithography,4 have been
demonstrated for creating two- and three-dimensional structure
on various materials. The recent development of AFM
nanolithography5-20 has substantially added new capabilities to

conventional lithographical techniques. The direct view of
features and control of tip motion at the nanoscale make AFM
nanolithography especially useful in generating site-specific and
localized structures. Basically, AFM nanolithography can be
classified into two categories in terms of the chemophysical
identity of the structures formed. In the first category, the
structures are created without modifying or changing the
chemical composition of the matrix materials. Typical examples
include dip-pen nanolithography (DPN),5-7 and thermome-
chanical indentation, etc.8-10 In DPN,5-7 the patterns are written
by transferring molecules (inks) from the tip (pen) to substrates.
The deposited structures essentially maintain the same chemical
structure and functionality of the original inks. As for thermo-
mechanical indentation,8-10 the data storage units were fabri-
cated by physically removing polymeric materials to form pits
with memory functions. In the second category, the materials
patterning proceeds via certain chemical reactions or modifica-
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tions such that the structures produced exhibit distinct chemo-
physical characteristics from those of the raw materials. For
example, anodic oxidation11-13 creates gate oxides which are
insulating as opposed to the metal or semiconducting substrates,
and these oxides can be used as dielectric barriers to modulate
electron conduction. In the oxygenation of self-assembled
monolayers (SAM),14 the-CH3 terminals of alkyl chains were
oxidized to-COOH groups by tip-induced local potentials, and
the resultant-COOH groups could facilitate the hierarchical
layer-by-layer construction of SAMs for metallic cluster at-
tachment. Besides metals, semiconductors, and organic mol-
ecules, AFM was also employed to oxidize dendritic polymer
monolayer and deposit etch-resistant materials.15-17 Most
recently, several authors reported the nanoscale structuring by
AFM probe-assisted formation and manipulation of organic
menisci.18,19Characterization of the physicochemical properties
of oxide structures fabricated by AFM anodic oxidation was
further conducted using different techniques.20,21

Poly(N-vinyl carbazole) (PVK) is a photorefractive polymer
which has widespread applications in xerography. The native
PVK contains saturated hydrocarbon backbones and aromatic
carbazole pendants forming a helical structure. PVK is a good
polymeric insulator with a HOMO (highest occupied molecular
orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gap
of 3.5 eV.22 Due to the electron-donating behavior of the
carbazole groups, PVK is used as a hole-transport layer in
organic light-emitting diodes (OLED).22,23 Moreover, the hole
conduction in PVK can be converted to electron conduction by
doping it with other materials to form charge-transfer com-
plexes.24,25While previous work concerns PVK-based materials
modification and device fabrication on a large scale,22-25 the
miniaturization of devices would eventually require that func-
tional structures be defined locally at the nanoscale.8-10 In this
context, we carried out AFM nanolithography on PVK with the
aim to produce heterogeneous structures for micro/nanoscale
material engineering and patterning. Raised patterns were grown
on PVK through the chemical reaction of polymer with air
discharge generated in the tip-PVK gap under high electric
fields. Conducting AFM (cAFM), photoelectron spectroscopy
(PES), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
measurements, combined with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, were performed to identify the chemical and
physical characteristics of the polymeric structures. The PVK
patterns exhibit a unique chemical configuration in which the
carbazole groups of neighboring chains are cross-linked by
bridge oxygen. The cross-linking and oxygenation significantly
modifies the electric functionality of the materials, leading to
the formation of conducting structures on the initially insulating
matrix PVK.

Experimental Section

Preparation of PVK Films and AFM Experiments. Poly(N-vinyl
carbazole) (PVK, MW) 1100 k) was purchased from Aldrich and
used without further purification. Si (100) substrates were sonicated in

ethanol, rinsed with acetone, and blow-dried in N2 gas. The PVK films
were prepared by spin-coating 0.5 wt % PVK solution in toluene onto
Si substrates followed by annealing in a vacuum oven for 2 h at∼175
°C. The thickness of the PVK films is∼40 nm, as determined by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) technique. A NanoMan AFM system (Nano-
scope IV, Veeco Inc.) was operated in air for all the AFM-based
patterning and measurements.26,27 Silicon nitride (Si3N4) contact tips
were home-coated with ultrathin gold (Au) layers using an electron
beam evaporator. The AFM tip was engaged with the substrate with a
typical spacing of 1-5 nm, immobilized at selected surface sites. A
negative tip bias (relative to the sample) was applied for certain
durations to initiate the local patterning of PVK. To collect the current
map using conductive AFM (cAFM), a scanning voltage was applied
to record both the morphology and current images simultaneously for
the patterned structures. For current-voltage (I-V) data collection, the
motionless tip was located at the desired sites, the voltage was ramped,
and the corresponding current was detected by an internal current sensor
(with picoamp to microamp sensitivity) in the AFM system. Lower
voltages were used in current mapping to avoid possible modification
of the PVK films. When bias voltages>12 V were needed, an external
Keithley 237 dc power supply was integrated to the AFM system to
facilitate the patterning under higher voltages.26

PES, FTIR Characterizations and DFT Calculations. PES
characterization of PVK was carried out at the end station attached to
the surface and interface nanostructures (SINS) beam line at the
Singapore synchrotron light source (SSLS), National University of
Singapore.28 The photoelectron was activated by p-polarized light, and
the spectra were recorded with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer
(EA 125, Omicron NanoTechnology GmbH.). The electron energy
resolution in the form ofE/∆E was about 1000 for the photon energies
used in the experiments. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
spectra were acquired using a SHIMAZU AIM-8800 infrared spec-
trometry. The signals were recorded in reflection mode with an MCT
detector which is cooled by liquid nitrogen. A scan range of 400-
4000 cm-1 was chosen, and the scan step was set to 4 cm-1. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculation was carried out using DMol3

quantum mechanical code (Accelrys Inc.). The electron wave functions
were expanded in terms of the Gaussian 6-31G** basis set. The
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the level of PW91 was
employed in the calculation of equilibrium geometry and formation
energy.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows the AFM image of a typical pattern generated
on PVK by applying a 10 V tip bias for 1 s (second). The
structure is characterized by a raised central cone surrounded
by an outer ring. The cone is∼15 nm high and∼220 nm wide
(full width at half-maximum). The diameter and maximum
height of the outer ring are∼1.2 µm and∼4 nm, respectively.
The formation of such central and outer structures was also
observed on other materials and is attributable to the initiation
of nanoscale discharge and transient shock waves in ambient
air.29 As illustrated in Figure 1b, the applied high field (107-
1010 V/m) could initiate the ionization of ambient air in the
nanometer-sized tip-PVK gap (1-5 nm) to trigger a nanoscale
discharge or explosion. Due to the explosive nanodischarge,
transient shock waves are generated in the air gap. On the basis
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of our simulation, the nanodischarge is confined in the vicinity
of the tip apex, and the electric field and charge density
distribution is highly localized inside the discharge zone as
shown in Figure 1b.29 Therefore, the formation of the raised
central cone arises from the stronger electric field and higher
charge density near the tip apex. For the discharge geometry
considered in Figure 1b, the shock front would be centered at
the tip apex and will propagate along directions parallel to the
PVK surface. The radial propagation of the shock front can
significantly expand the trajectory of ionized particles out of
the central discharge zone, leading to the formation of the
microscale outer ring.29 It is noticed in Figure 1a that there are
regions between the central cone and outer ring which show
lower density of reactive species (indicated by their lower height
in morphology). This could be due to the reduction/depletion
of the charge density in the rarefied region generated in the
course of nanoexplosion and shock wave propagation. Figure
1c exhibits three similar structures, R, S, and T, produced with
12, 10, and 8 V bias for the same bias duration, respectively. It
can be seen that the height of the central cones and diameter of
the outer rings decreases with the lowering of tip voltage. This
indicates the correlation between tip voltage (or electric field)

and the strength of nanoexplosion: higher tip voltage facilitates
stronger local discharge and larger shock front propagation.

The local electrical property of the PVK patterns was further
probed using conductive AFM (cAFM).27 Figure 2a shows the
AFM morphology of a central cone and outer ring. Sites N1-
N5 outside the ring are native dots initially present on PVK
before AFM patterning. Among them, dots N1 and N5 are
comparable in height and diameter to the central cone B
generated by AFM-induced nanodischarge. Figure 2b exhibits
the current mapping of these structures recorded simultaneously
with the morphology shown in Figure 2a. A conductive site D
is visible in the center of the current image, and it corresponds
to the central cone B in the morphological image shown in
Figure 2a. At a scanning voltage of 4 V, the maximum current
detected for site D is∼100 pA (negative value due to tip
negative polarity) higher than that of the insulating background.
When the scanning voltage was raised to 6 V, the current from
the central cone increased to∼300 pA (see site E in Figure
2c). In addition, electric current was also measured at the edge
of the outer ring. No current was detected at the native sites
N1-N5, although these protruding dots are similar in vertical

Figure 1. (a) Raised central cone and outer ring formation on PVK by applying a 10 V tip bias for 1 s duration. (b) Proposed nanodischarge and shock wave
generation for the formation of the central and outer structures. (c) Central and outer structures R, S, and T produced by maintaining different tip voltages
of 12, 10, and 8 V for the same duration, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) AFM morphology image of a central and outer structure produced with 12 V tip voltage. The dots N1-N5 outside the ring are native dots
initially present on the PVK film before AFM patterning. (b) AFM current image of (a) recorded simultaneously with a scanning voltage of 4 V. (c) AFM
current image of (a) recorded with a scanning voltage of 6 V.
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dimension to the central cone and outer ring shown in Figure
2a.

We now address the formation mechanism and origin of
electrical conductivity for the central cone and outer ring. The
observations in Figures 1 and 2 suggest that the patterns are
most probably the products of chemical reactions between the
explosive nanodischarge and PVK, and the resulting structures
are chemophysically different from the raw PVK. To confirm
this, we exposed native PVK samples to large-scale air discharge
generated by a tabletop Van de Graaff generator (VDG) (see
Supporting Information S1). The discharge conditions were kept
comparable to those in the nanodischarge, except that the area
of reacted PVK was large enough (∼4 mm in diameter) for
FTIR and PES characterizations. Figure 3, parts a and b, displays
the typical AFM morphology and current images recorded for
PVK samples exposed to large-scale discharge in ambient air.
Before discharge exposure, the PVK surface is relatively flat,
and the statistical coverage of native dots present on the surface
is less than 7%. After discharge exposure, many raised dotlike
structures (1-16 nm in height) were formed on PVK surface
(see Figure 3a), leading to a significant increase in the surface
coverage of the raised structures. On the basis of our AFM
results, a surface coverage of more than 50% was estimated
for the discharge-exposed samples. Therefore, these newly
formed structures can be mainly attributed to the reaction
products between the discharge and PVK, and considered to
be comparable to those patterns shown in Figure 1. In Figure
3b, the raised sites exhibit higher conductivity; the maximum
current measured for the conductive sites is∼230 pA more than
the flat background. These results suggest that there are similar
chemical reactions leading to the formation of conducting
structures on PVK samples exposed to AFM-based nanodis-
charge and large-scale discharge, respectively.

In Figure 4a, we compare the FTIR spectra recorded in the
1230-1250 cm-1 range for the discharge-exposed and unex-
posed PVK regions. Two peaks at 1236 and 1247 cm-1 were
identified for the exposed PVK, while no vibration modes were
detected on the unexposed PVK sample. The two peaks at 1236
and 1247 cm-1 are attributable to the vibration frequency of
the diphenyl ether group (Ph-O-Ph), and this assignment is
consistent with the literature30 and our calculations based on

density functional theory (DFT). The FTIR results suggest that
the carbazole groups in the discharge-exposed PVK are cross-
linked by bridge oxygen. Further comparison of PES data
confirmed the formation of bridge oxygen in PVK patterns. As
seen in Figure 4b, the unexposed PVK shows an O 1s core
level emission at 532.9 eV, which corresponds to the amorphous
native silicon oxides and hydroxide present on the Si substrate.31

The O 1s peak recorded for discharge-exposed PVK is larger
in area and shifted to higher binding energy (BE). After
subtracting the smaller background peak from the larger one,
we obtained a difference spectrum with a peak centered at 533.6
eV. This peak can be considered to be the O 1s emission from
the reacted PVK only and can be unambiguously assigned to
the Ph-O-Ph bridge oxygen. As seen in Figure 4c, our DFT
calculation shows that the 2p states of the Ph-O-Ph bridge
oxygen overlap with theπ-states of the benzene rings. The
delocalization of the valence states of the bridge oxygen would
raise the HOMO of PVK by up to 0.8 eV as compared to that
of native silicon oxides, thus leading to the shift of O 1s emission
toward higher BE as observed in Figure 4b. In addition, C 1s
and N 1s PES spectra were also recorded, and within experi-
mental error, only negligible difference was found between the
discharge-exposed and unexposed PVK samples (see Supporting
Information S2). The results shown in Figure 4 allow us to
propose that the pattern formation is due to AFM nanodischarge-
induced cross-linking and oxygenation of PVK. The cross-
linking of PVK through hydrogen dissociation under electro-
chemical conditions has been reported previously,32 whereby
the neighboring carbazole groups react to form a dicarbazyl
structure through 3,3′-coupling and hydrogen radical releasing.
The polymeric entity produced under such conditions does not
contain any bridge oxygen to link the carbazyl pedants. In our
case, the oxygen ions (e.g., O- and O2

-) and radicals (e.g., O*)33

generated in the nanodischarge react with the native PVK to
form bridge oxygen connecting the carbazole groups (see Figure
4d for proposed reactions). The incorporation of extra oxygen
atoms into the raw PVK also causes a volume expansion in the
reaction products; therefore, raised patterns are formed as shown
in Figure 1. The PVK volume increase due to pattern formation
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29, 99.

Figure 3. (a) AFM morphology and (b) current map recorded for PVK samples exposed to large-scale discharge in ambient air. The raised PVK structures
observed in (a) correspond to the conducting sites in (b). A scanning voltage of 6 V was used to obtain the current image.
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was estimated using the AFM “localized depth” analysis method
by comparing the volumes between the reference and sampling
squares. The reference square was chosen on the native PVK
surface, while the sampling square, which has the same lateral
dimension (from 1× 1 µm2 to 4 × 4 µm2, depending on the
diameter of the outer rings) as the reference square, was
positioned to enclose the central and outer PVK patterns. The
thickness of the reference square is 40 nm (initial film thickness),
and the average thickness of the sampling/patterned area was
determined to be 42.6-45.2 nm. Therefore, the volume expan-
sion coefficient was estimated to be 1.06-1.13. This value is
in good agreement with the theoretical coefficient of 1.02-
1.08 obtained by considering different degree of PVK cross-
linkage in DFT calculations. When the patterning experiments
were conducted under lower humidity and inert gas flow (e.g.,
Ar or N2 gas), the formation of the central and outer structures
was not observed due to the absence of reactive oxygen species
in the tip-PVK gap.

The impact of cross-linking and oxygenation on the electric
functionality of PVK patterns was further investigated by
calculating the HOMO-LUMO gap of various configurations.
Figure 5, parts a and b, shows the variations of energy gap and
the corresponding six structures modeled in our DFT calcula-
tions, respectively. Six configurations were considered, including
the native PVK (structure i), cross-linked PVK without oxygen
(structure ii), and cross-linked PVK with bridge oxygen
(structures iii-vi). Among them, structure i of native PVK
shows the widest gap of 3.3 eV, which is close to the
experimental value of 3.5 eV.22 The cross-linking in structure
ii without oxygen, which was previously produced by electro-
chemical polymerization,32 slightly lowers the gap by 0.24 eV.
The cross-linking of carbazole groups by one bridge oxygen
shown in structure iii lowers the gap by 0.42 eV. As mentioned
in Figure 4c, the 2p states of bridge oxygen overlap with the
π-states of the benzene rings, thus forming largeπ-conjugations
in the patterned PVK. The extended conjugation helps narrow

Figure 4. (a) FTIR spectra collected for PVK samples (i) unexposed and (ii) exposed to discharges. Spectrum (iii) is the calculated vibration frequency for
the Ph-O-Ph configuration in the cross-linked carbazole groups shown below. (b) PES spectra of O 1s core level emission recorded for PVK samples
unexposed and exposed to discharges, respectively. The difference spectrum of the two peaks is also shown. The spectra were obtained with photons of
energyhV ) 649.2 eV. (c) Top: calculated HOMO for the structure displayed in (a) showing the overlap of the O 2p states with theπ-states of the benzene
ring. Bottom: comparison of HOMO levels calculated for cross-linked PVK (left) and silicon oxide (right). The O 1s core level was assumed to be the same
in the two molecules. (d) Proposed reactions between the nanodischarge and native PVK for the production of cross-linked carbazole groups by one or two
bridge oxygens.
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the gap by lifting up the HOMO and lowering down the LUMO.
If oxygen is attached to the carbazole benzene ring in the form
of nonbridge oxygen (e.g.,-OH) as shown in structure iv, the
gap would be widened, as the nonbridge oxygen degrades the
conjugation by reducing the overlap between O 2p states and
benzeneπ-states. The incorporation of the second bridge oxygen
as shown in structure v further narrows the energy gap to 2.7
eV. The gap for the configuration of Ph-O-O-Ph peroxide
bridge in structure vi was calculated to be only 0.4 eV. However,
this configuration is unlikely to be present, or is negligibly low

in concentration, in the patterned PVK, as the FTIR and PES
spectra characteristic of the Ph-O-O-Ph peroxide were not
observed in our experiments. DFT calculations also showed the
instability of this structure in terms of formation energy. On
the basis of FES, FTIR, and DFT results, the most probable
configuration units in the produced PVK patterns are structures
iii and v containing one and two Ph-O-Ph bridges as shown
in Figure 5b. It should be noted that the above gap values were
obtained by considering the cross-linkage of one out of six pairs
of carbazoles in structures i-vi (only one pair of carbazoles is

Figure 5. (a) Calculated HOMO-LUMO gap for structures shown in (b). The inset shows the further gap narrowing with increased number of cross-linked
carbazole pairs in structure v. (c)I-V curves collected for 20-nm high and 10-nm high PVK patterns and native PVK, respectively. The inset shows the
energy diagram of the Si/PVK/Au (tip) configuration used in AFMI-V measurements.ε0

LUMO, ε0
HOMO and∆0 denote the LUMO, HOMO, and tunneling

barrier of native PVK, whileεLUMO, εHOMO, and∆ denote the LUMO, HOMO, and tunneling barrier of the PVK patterns. (d) Linear ln(I/V2) ∼ 1/V plots
of the I-V curves shown in (c). The solid circles are experimental data, and the solid lines are the fitted linearity with a slope ofâ. The inset displays the
ln(I/V2) ∼ 1/V plot for native PVK.
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drawn in Figure 5b). When more carbazole pairs were linked
in the models, further reduction of the HOMO-LUMO gap was
observed. The inset of Figure 5a displays the gap reduction with
increased number of cross-linked carbazole pairs in structure
v. It can be seen that when the six carbazole pairs are all cross-
linked, the gap would be reduced to 2.3 eV. In principle, if
more cross-linkage is included in the structures, it is possible
to obtain a gap value of<2.0 eV, as the increased number of
π-conjugated bonds can significantly reduce the HOMO-
LUMO gap of organic molecules.34 We were unable to
determine the gap for structures withg7 linked carbazole pairs,
as the time cost for computing such large molecules is
formidable for our ab initio DFT calculations. Nevertheless, the
evolution shown in the inset of Figure 5a clearly indicates the
general trend of gap reduction with increased degree of cross-
linkage.

Figure 5c displays the typical current-voltage (I-V) curves
of PVK patterns of different heights collected under conditions
without initiating the nanodischarge. It is evident that the current
level of the 20-nm high structure is higher than that of the 10-
nm high structure, and both the curves exhibit an exponential
growth when the tip bias is increased to>4 V. In contrast, the
current of the native PVK is much lower than that of the PVK
patterns, and theI-V response does not follow the exponential
rise. To elucidate the conduction mechanism of the PVK
patterns, we considered several possible models, such as
Richardson-Schottky (R-S)35 thermionic emission, Poole-
Frenkel (P-F)36 emission, and Fowler-Nordheim (F-N)37

tunneling. We found that the F-N model could provide a good
description of our experimental data. In the Fowler-Nordheim
(F-N) model, the relation between the current densityJ and
electric fieldE can be expressed as37

The parametersA andâ are defined to be

where h, q, ∆, and me
/ are the Plank’s constant, electronic

charge, barrier height, and effective electronic mass in the PVK
structure. In an F-N plot of ln(J/E2) ∼ 1/E, eq 1 is represented
by a straight line whose slopeâ is related to barrier height∆ in
the form of

In our data fitting, we used the modified F-N plot38,39 of ln-
(I/V2) ∼ 1/V where I and V are the electrical current and tip
negative bias, respectively. As with the ln(J/E2) ∼ 1/E plot, the

ln(I/V2) ∼ 1/V plot is also linear and the barrier height∆ can
be calculated using eq 4. Figure 5d displays the modified F-N
plots of ln(I/V2) ∼ 1/V for the I-V curves shown in Figure 5c.
It can be seen that the ln(I/V2) ∼ 1/V plots exhibit a linearity
which is in good agreement with the predication of the F-N
law. Using the relation of∆1/∆2 ) (â1/â2)2/3, we could obtain
the relative barrier height∆1/∆2 between PVK patterns of
different heighth1 and h2, respectively. As illustrated in the
energy diagram shown in the inset of Figure 5c,∆ is the barrier
height for electron injection from the tip (Au) to PVK and can
be expressed as∆ ) εLUMO - EF, whereεLUMO andEF are the
LUMO of PVK pattern and Fermi level of Au, respectively.
We estimated from theâ values that the barrier height (∆1) of
the 20-nm high structure is 60% that (∆2) of the 10-nm high
structure (∆1/∆2 ) 2.32/3/4.92/3 ) 0.60). The ln(I/V2) ∼ 1/V plot
of the native PVK (see the inset of Figure 5d) does not obey
the F-N law, probably because the F-N conduction mode is
not activated in the 0-12 V voltage regime. Based on the
HOMO-LUMO gap andI-V characteristics, we suggest an
F-N injection-limited mechanism for the electric conduction
in the PVK patterns. The narrowing of HOMO-LUMO gap
can lead to a reduction in energy barrier from∆0 of the native
PVK to ∆ of the PVK patterns (see the inset of Figure 5c).
When the cross-linkage reaches a certain degree,∆ can be low
enough to allow F-N electron injection. Higher PVK patterns
correspond to a greater degree of cross-linkage and lower
injection barrier and, therefore, facilitate a higher injection
current. Similar F-N dominated carrier injection from metal
to polymers has also been observed previously for other
π-conjugated organic systems.40-42

In conclusion, we demonstrated the creation of polymeric
PVK patterns with tunable electric functionality by AFM
lithographically induced nanodischarge. The conductive structure
formation is associated with the cross-linking of carbazole
groups by bridge oxygen which significantly narrows the
HOMO-LUMO gap of the patterned structures by forming
extended conjugations. The larger conductivities measured for
higher patterns originate from the reduced barrier height for
F-N electron injection. By controlling the magnitude and
duration of nanodischarge, both the morphology and conductiv-
ity of PVK patterns could be varied to meet different require-
ments. Our findings may open new routes to fabricating
nanoscale heterogeneous structures with distinct chemical and
physical characteristics from those of the matrix materials.
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J/E2 ) A exp(-â/E) (1)

A ) q3/8πh∆ (2)

â ) 8πx2me
/∆3/2/3hq (3)

â ∝ ∆3/2 (4)
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